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SAFE HAND-STOP COVID 19
CONCEPT NOTE
Background:
Due to the Corona Virus pandemic, nations and communities have been plunged into states of
health emergency. Since March 6th 2020, Cameroon has been reporting several cases of COVID
19 with the incidence curve going steadily upwards as the days go by. With confirmed cases in
the West Region, neighboring region to North West, there is a risk of interregional COVID-19
spread as people keep circulation. Therefore, there is a need to take prompt actions to enhance all
preventive measures to stop the local transmission and spread of COVID19.
Aim
✓ To promote effective hand hygiene amongst people in the Bamenda community, and
Need identification
Public places especially parks and market places lack access to a running tap where people can
wash their hands and these places are the most busiest places in the Bamenda community. In
order to stop the spread of COVID19, these areas have to have access to hand washing facilities.
Activity to be carried (How to achieve our aim)
➢ Production of 10 water dispensers
➢ Installation of water dispensers at the entrance to Amour Mezam Park, Mondial VIP Park,
Vatican Park, Nso Boyz Park, Main Market, Food Market, VAHA office,
➢ Demonstration of proper hand washing
Personels
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➢ Vaha team
➢ Representatives from the municipal council
➢ Representatives from the regional delegation
➢ Representatives from the Dos office
Impact
➢ An average of 200000 persons will have access to hand washing facility on a daily basis
➢ Prevent the spread of COVID 19
Sustainability
Council workers will ensure that the items are safe and water is continually refilled.
Management of the areas where the hand wishing points are installed would ensure there are
volunteers take care of the items.
Budget
item
80 litres bucket
Tap heads
Fitting of tap heads to bucket
bowls
Liquid soap
Educative posters (50*60cm)
Branding of buckets
Transportation

quantity
10
10
10
10
10
100
10
-

Unit price
6000
2000
2500
1000
1500
500
1500
10,000

Total price
60000
20000
25000
10000
15000
50,000
15000
10,000

Iron stands for the
Bowls
Sink pipe
Connection of sink pipe

10
10
10
10

15000
2000
2000
3000

150000
20000
20000
30000
Total= 425,000FCFA
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